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By John W. Scanlan, J.D.

The Tennessee Valley Authority owed a duty of care to a nuclear plant employee’s spouse who died after
contracting mesothelioma from washing her husband’s work clothes, the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Alabama held in awarding her daughters $3 million for pain and suffering plus medical expenses. TVA
breached this duty by violating federal regulations and failing to take simple and inexpensive safety precautions
that would have prevented her illness and death (Bobo v. Tennessee Valley Authority, September 29, 2015,
Smith, L.).

Background. James Bobo was a machine operator from about 1965 to 1975 at an Alabama Wire plant, during
which he was exposed to airborne asbestos from a variety of products. In 1975, he was hired by the Tennessee
Valley Authority, for which he worked until he died in 1997 from lung cancer induced by asbestosis. While at the
TVA, he worked mainly at its Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant in Alabama, at which there were numerous products
and materials that contained asbestos. He was required to wear protective gear when working in parts of the
facility containing radioactive materials, but wore only his street clothes when sweeping up asbestos insulation
residue after the insulators had finished, which generated airborne asbestos dust, and his clothes were “pretty
dirty” when he returned home. TVA documentation showed that asbestos insulation was used pervasively
throughout the plant. His wife, Barbara Bobo, laundered his clothes twice per week. She experienced some
non-occupational asbestos before he worked for the TVA from laundering his clothes and traveling in the car.
She also worked as a beautician for 35 years, during which she inhaled dust particles while using stationary
hair dryers on her patrons and while cleaning the dryers; neither her shop nor the family home was tested for
asbestos. She was diagnosed with malignant pleural mesothelioma in November 2011 and died in September
2013 at 71 years old.

About 15 months before she died (and her daughters substituted as plaintiffs), Barbara Bobo brought suit against
the TVA, seven companies that developed, manufactured, marketed, or sold asbestos-containing products, and
Metropolitan Life Insurance, alleging that her mesothelioma was caused by her wrongful exposure to airborne
fibers from the plant which she inhaled while laundering her husband’s clothes. By the time of the bench trial, the
other defendants had settled and only the TVA remained as a defendant.

Asbestos exposure. The court first determined that it was more likely than not that Barbara Bobo inhaled
dangerous concentrations of asbestos fibers when she shook the dust out of her husband’s clothing in their small
laundry room. The evidence showed that a significant quantity of asbestos fiber accumulated on his clothes
during the time he swept insulation residue at the plant. His wife’s exposure to asbestos fibers during the time he
worked at Alabama Wire occurred 35 to 45 years before her diagnosis, and there was no evidence in the record
as to whether the dust she inhaled at her beauty salon contained asbestos.

Duty/breach in “take-home” case. The TVA owed the worker’s wife, a non-employee, a duty of care. Cases
relied upon by the TVA that have found no duty regarding “take-home” claims have been from jurisdictions that
do not place the same emphasis on the foreseeability of the risk of harm as does Alabama, in which it is the
key factor in determining a duty should be imposed in novel factual circumstances. The foreseeability of the
harm to the worker’s wife was evident from regulations issued by OSHA and the TVA, which required (among
other things) two lockers for each employee to prevent contamination of the employee’s street clothes, separate
changing facilities, and employee showers. According to the district court, no reasonable person could argue
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that the regulations that sought to prevent the transport of asbestos fibers off TVA property did not contemplate
that family members of employees would be exposed to asbestos from the plant. The court agreed with the
daughters’ argument that was based on its repeated characterization of the foreseeability of an injury as the
key factor in finding a duty, the Alabama Supreme Court would likely hold that employers of persons exposed to
asbestos at work owe a duty of care to non-employees in “take-home” cases.

However, the court found that other policy factors were of higher importance: TVA was probably aware of OSHA
regulations, TVA was better placed to protect the worker’s wife than either the worker or his wife, and TVA could
have prevented her mesothelioma by implementing simple and low-cost methods that were directed by both
federal law and TVA policy but did not do so. Policy considerations weighing against the recognition of a duty of
care did not outweigh policy considerations in favor of the foreseeability of the risk of harm in a jurisdiction like
Alabama.

Having found a duty of care, the court next determined that TVA had breached this duty by failing to implement
reasonable and minimally-expensive safety procedures that would have prevented her mesothelioma. The
evidence clearly established that the worker was exposed to airborne asbestos dust from sweeping insulation
residue and that he was not provided protective work clothing equipment, separate lockers for work and personal
clothing, showers, and on-site laundry facilities, all of which were required by regulations. It also established that
the worker’s wife was exposed to these fibers over 22 years while laundering her husband’s work clothes.

Causation. The worker’s wife’s exposure to asbestos originating from the Brown Ferry plant and carried home
on her husband’s clothing was more likely than not a substantial factor contributing to her mesothelioma and
eventual death. The court first determined that Alabama would apply “substantial factor” causation rather than
“but-for” causation in a case involving multiple exposures to asbestos. Although the Alabama Supreme Court
declined to accept the district court’s certification of the question, the high court’s order directed the district
court to consider its opinion in Sheffield v. Owens–Corning Fiberglass Corp., 595 So. 2d 443 (Ala. 1992), a
maritime case in which it applied the substantial factor standard. Although TVA argued that this standard applied
in Alabama only to maritime cases, the district court reasoned that the state supreme court would not have
directed it to consider this case if the high court intended that the standard be limited to maritime cases. The
court determined that there was sufficient evidence under this standard to satisfy the causation requirement.

The TVA also argued that testimony by the daughters’ expert did not prove causation because he had not
offered the opinion that the wife’s mesothelioma was caused by her exposure to asbestos concentrations
above the limits established by OSHA regulations. However, TVA policies prohibited the activities that led to the
worker’s taking home asbestos fibers on his clothing; as a result, it was irrelevant whether the expert testified
that the wife’s exposure was above OSHA limits because the TVA had no discretion to expose her to any
asbestos when her husband left the plant.

Statute of limitations. Alabama’s two-year statute of limitations for personal injury actions did not bar the
wife’s claims against the TVA. The wife first discovered her injury when she was diagnosed with mesothelioma
in November 2011 and filed her lawsuit in May of 2012. The TVA argued that under Alabama law, claims for
injuries arising from asbestos exposure that occurred prior to May 19, 1980 are barred if not brought within one
year of the date of exposure, but the evidence showed that the worker had worked with or around asbestos-
containing materials into at least the mid-1980s.

Discretionary function doctrine. The discretionary function doctrine exception did not protect the TVA from
liability in this case because the agency had violated OSHA regulations and its own internal policies. It set
permissible asbestos exposure standards higher than OSHA limits, even though it was required to comply with
OSHA rules; it failed to comply with OSHA’s and TVA’s own mandatory directives; and failed to provide required
protective equipment and clothing, separate lockers, and showers. A government agency has discretion to adopt
rules or guidelines, but once it has issued mandatory guidelines, it is liable for its failure to comply with those
rules.

Damages. The court awarded $3 million for the wife’s physical pain and suffering in the time between her
diagnosis and her death. It also awarded over $537,000 for her medical expenses even though she had been
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partially indemnified by insurance. The court denied damages for permanent injury and disfigurement because
there was no claim for them in the court’s Pretrial Order. The TVA was allowed an offset for the $136,000
received by the wife or her daughters from settlements with various asbestos bankruptcy trusts.

The case is No. CV 12-S-1930-NE.

Attorneys: Charles E. Soechting, Jr. (Simon Greenstone Panatier Bartlett PC) for Melissa Ann Bobo. Edward C.
Meade for Tennessee Valley Authority.
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